Song of black Max
mélodie
William Bolcom

Language: anglais
Date: 1996
Fait partie de : "Cabaret songs"
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About the content
Is part of
→ Cabaret songs (1996)
   Poèmes d'Arnold Weinstein. - Comprend : Over the piano ; Fur (Murray the furrier) ; He tipped the waiter ;
   Waitin' ; Song of Black Max (as told by the De Kooning boys) ; Amor ; Places to live ; Toothbrush time ;
   Surprise ! ; The actor ; Oh close the curtain ; George ; The total stranger in the garden ; Love in the Thirties ;
   Thius King of Orf ; Miracle song ; Satisfaction ; Radical Sally ; Angels are the highest form of virtue ; Poet Pal
   of Mine ; Can't sleep ; A the last lousy moments of love ; Lady Luck ; Blue. - Dates de composition : de 1963 à
   1996

Editions of this work
enregistrements
enregistrements (1)
→ Surprise
   Material description: 1 disque compact (60 min 22s)
   Technical description: Texte des Lieder avec trad.
   Note: Note sur l'enregistrement : Londres. - gb. - Maida vale studio. - 20070500
   Texte des Lieder avec trad.
   Soprano: Measha Brueggergosman
   Link: catalogue
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This experimenting space presents innovating visualizations of data.bnf.fr data: diagrams, timelines, maps. This data is available and freely usable (Open license), in RDF or JSON.

Sources and references

Link to the main catalogue

https://catalogue.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/cb159174383

Sources

Grove music online (2009-01-26) (This site has been archived by the BnF since the 27/11/2008)